
Horticulture Business and Lifestyle Opportunity For

Rent in Bindoon 

Commercial Farming

883 Bindoon Moora Road, Mooliabeenee, WA 6504

2,000 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Wed 07-Sep-22

Property Description

Just 89 Km from the Perth CBD with the recently upgraded and extended Tonkin Highway
significantly reduced travel times to
883 Bindoon Moora Road , Mooliabeenee, WA 6054
Fully Automatic established Hydroponic business set up to grow 30,000 Plants at a time ,
Selling at Canning vale market and inquiries from supermarket are pending subject to
Certifications.
Currently Producing Hydroponic Lettuce, Basil, Coriander , ( growing time 4-6 weeks per
cycle)
(2018 income approx. $255,000 - 2020 $367000) 1 Bed , Bathroom and Kitchen
Accommodation provided
Extra land available to grow Melons , Pumpkin , Herbs and Fruits , you are limited only by
your imagination.
Owner is supportive to do Horse agistment and Nursery business for more income ( further
rent negotiation for required infrastructure and additional Land)
Full Training Provided and all the suppliers contact will be given
Rent Period will start from the time your product goes to market.
Must be able to stay on the farm and work 60-70 hours per week between couples to earn
money.
No farming Experience required but must be willing to learn and work. Please note that This
is Business for LEASE not for SALE, Option to use Established Brand Name or make your
own.

Unique opportunity to live on a beautiful , fertile property with the capacity to earn a decent
living while enjoying all the benefits of rural living
For Lease with Options to take more land and expand the operation accordingly , which
could increase earnings capacity with mixed use farming. Owner is willing to fully train and
collaborate with the tenant to maximise the returns for both parties.
This opportunity is unique and rare , the farm is established , the income potential is
established , bring your passion and sense of adventure and explore this once in a lifetime
opportunity , live the dream !

Water License:
104,966 Kilo Litres
Solar powered pumps on aquifer, providing spring water from permanent soak to storage
tanks that service the farms operation's
Reverses Osmosis water filtration unit

Quality Bindoon Country
Very fertile soils for orchards, mixed veg, pumpkins, melons and cropping

Daryl Brown
0418946469

Professionals Granger Clark Real
Estate - Ballajura
The Market Place Shopping Centre,
Cnr Alexander Drive &...

www.realcommercial.com.au/503965294

http://www.realcommercial.com.au/503965294
http://www.realcommercial.com.au/503965294
http://www.realcommercial.com.au/503965294


Sheds
6x9m plus lean-to

Residence
1-2 bedroom, 1 bathroom, 1 toilet , kitchen ( Transportable Unit - Spacious enough for
couple of small family)
Swimming Pool ( Shared)...
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